Topical Index June, 2017
Bride of Christ
All Brides
~ Where Are You, My Bride? You Have Neglected Me – June 22, 2017
synopsis:
• Clare: I don’t know, Lord, what to do about the shortage of provision and drop in views?
• Jesus: Leave it in My hands, Clare. I have prepared a feast, but no one showed up…
• My children have been highly distracted and taken up with worldly pursuits. I miss her. My
Brides – what is happening to your spiritual life? This is no time to take a vacation!
• Clever traps have been laid for you, to draw you away from Me. Don’t fall for them.
• For those who have remained faithful, I have caravans of graces headed your way.
• Don’t grow weary of well-doing, My doves. Care for the poor. Care for the down-trodden,
poor and even homeless.
• Much is planned against you in the 24 hours that you aren’t with Me. I want you to
immediately recognize the enemy as he walks in the door – looking ‘good’ or not.
• For My precious faithful, we continue to climb to stunning vistas. Be alert to My visitations,
taking you to Heaven. Because you are dwelling with Me in My heart, which is the doorway
to Heaven. This is the season of the impossible and unheard of spiritual blessings. Don’t let it
pass you by.

Decision Making (best with Jesus)
~When It Hurts To Let Go – June 9, 2017
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

synopsis:
Clare: praying for the girl with the many, many cats…needs to make a decision: a new home
– or her cats.
Jesus: There are times in life when very painful decisions must be made in order to move
forward. In life, some choices are not simple, but deeply complicated and need an
extraordinary amount of grace to conquer.
Don’t be afraid to leave behind the old to embrace the new. EVERY suffering I used to
release graces where needed the most. NO suffering is without a reward.
Jesus touched on the difference between marrying someone in the flesh – without His
approval. And marrying HIS choice. The first does not even count as a marriage. He will give
you wisdom, if you ask, on what to do about these things. More teaching on this to come.
Come to Me and ask for guidance in ALL things. I hate pain. I hate suffering – and I hurt
even more, right beside you. Come to Me. Let Me wrap you in My robe of comfort and help
you through these things. I would like you to always make MY choice, to avoid the pain of
regrets and trial.
There are degrees in making choices: which job, which meal, which thing to buy. The
deeper you go, the greater the impact on your future. The more you abandon yourself to
MY choices, the holier and happier your life.
I never abandon you. I never leave you to grieve alone. What you feel, I feel – in even
greater amount. Yet I have joy planned for you.
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Demons:
Demon Attacks
~We Are Walking on the Water – June 12, 2017
• The devil is torturing them both at night – he will do this to any and every one. They are
having nightmares and dreams of the NWO. Also vivid, prophetic dreams. Ezekiel is serving
the Lord in his spirit at night – he awakes aware that he was somewhere else, ministering.
Clare has times of this as well.
• Clare got hit with a wave of doubt/fear over Ezekiel’s health. And then the Lord led her to
Matt. 14 – where Peter walks on the water with Jesus. A sure sign to her to have faith, not
wavering.
• Jesus: Some of you have begun well on your journeys to grow into what I have called you to
do. To you I say, do not allow the winds of doubt, spawned by Satan to deter you in any
way. Hold fast to the promises I have given you and you will see My glory in its fulfillment.
Don’t grow weary or slack in well-doing, this is the time of favor. Press in and I will give you
break-throughs.
• All of you," Jesus continued, "who are serious about what I’ve put in your hands, are being
opposed. There are assignments against you. Use the binding prayer and keep going. Do
not slacken on prayer as some of you have. Prayer is your lifeline to Me, and without it your
chances of succeeding are not good. (full synopsis under Jesus: Eyes only on Him)

Discouragement
~ All Are Being Pelted with Lies & Discouragement – June 18, 2017
synopsis:
• Clare: very discouraged over her breathing (it’s been very limited lately) and her slow
development of her piano skills. While wanting at times to give up – it’s just not an option.
• Jesus promised her: Just as easy as it is for you to hear My voice and type My messages to
you, so will it come that naturally for you to play the piano and sing.
• Jesus: You have many, many enemies, but I want My Brides around the world to fight the
good fight and keep climbing with Me. Each has their own set of challenges and obstacles
to overcome in personal discipline.
• Some may grumble and want to stay at the base of the valley – but at the end of life, you
will not be satisfied if you do.
• All are being pelted with unbelief right now. The enemy knows something wonderful has
been released to My Bride, and they are Hell-bent on stopping it before it gains any more
momentum.
• You must blast through the smokescreens! You must believe in Me more than the lies of the
enemy.
• I am about to do great and wonderful things with those souls who make it through this
chamber of horrors, because that is exactly what they are putting some of you through. It
seems like every step forward you take is checked by evil and pushes you back to where you
started from.
• The fight is ferocious just before the victory. Press in, My Beloved ones. Press in. This is
merely a temporary screen of deception trying to convince you to give up before your
breakthrough. Press in. I am with you.
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Distractions from the Lord
~ Anatomy of a Distraction Leading to Sin – June 29, 2017
synopsis:
• Clare: Today I observed something about myself. There’s a set-up involved with
distractions.
• I found myself facing challenges – and suspected I was getting opposition. As the day wore
on, busy work, distractions, etc. all tempted me to avoid what I knew I should be doing –
music and prayer – but I still avoided it.
• I didn’t realize it until I started to get restless. And wasted time on Youtube and Amazon… I
finally began to get really convicted, even angry with God – chalk one off for the demons!
• Finally, Father and Jesus pulled me out of it. I learned how the enemy sets the stage for
distractions, though.
• You see, when you are frustrated with something you have to do, and you don’t press in,
you feel a certain emptiness inside. Then you look for other ways to fill that emptiness and
the devils oblige you. Those things you know you should stay away from, because...well,
they are of the flesh. Whether it’s comfort food - for me it’s Tiramisu. Or a trinket to wear
from Amazon - it doesn’t matter. It is something that increases your sense of satisfaction
very temporarily. Then after you’ve indulged, the enemy comes in with the condemnation
squad and hits you so hard, all the pleasure from that silly indulgence melts into a nasty pile
of guilt.
• What is the answer here? What do you do when you hit a wall of frustration? I think, go
for a walk, play with the dog, do the dishes, help someone else - just for a few minutes helps me to get my mind off the stumbling block. Then I come back and go to the Lord for
strategies on how to get over this hurtle. That does work.
• Jesus: Clare, when I give you something to do, you can be positive the grace to do it comes
wrapped up in the bundle. You absolutely will be able to do it, even though it stretches you.
I never ask anything of anyone they cannot do with My grace. My grace is like the invisible
helper that somehow gets the job going smoothly and finished. Somehow, after all that
struggle and frustration, all of a sudden - after thanksgiving accompanied by prayer - all of a
sudden everything you were struggling with falls into place.
• The tendency is to complain, though. Instead of asking for help from the road block, you
tend to give in to distractions. These can take you far and farther away from Me – even to
the point I begin to think, ‘Perhaps she will never turn around again!’
• This is what it looks like: frustration, laziness under the guise of procrastination,
dissatisfaction - with a vague sense of guilt lurking behind it. And finally, looking for a feelgood substitute to fill the big hole created by not accomplishing what you set out to do.
Then the enemy offers you some little pleasure you really know better than to indulge in. You
take the bait, feel good for maybe 15 minutes to an hour and then the guilt and
condemnation squad moves in to finish you off. In that state you feel alienated from Me. So
now to add insult to injury. You begin to avoid coming into prayer, because you can’t bear to
face Me.
• My darling Bride, I know exactly what you are doing and why. Don’t be ashamed to come
to Me. That, by the way, is his underlying motive for all this in the first place. He wants to
separate you from Me and drive a wedge in. So, please do not oblige him. Rather run to Me:
'Jesus I am wanting to do something I shouldn’t. Please help me.'
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Please, please. Don’t be afraid to come to Me. I am standing right there waiting for you.
My heart longs to heal, comfort, free and empower you. Don’t delay. Come to Me, I am
aching for you.

Dreams
~We Are Walking on the Water – June 12, 2017
• Dream: Yeah, one of those things was an extremely real dream that Ezekiel had. We were in
Russia with President Putin and some very poor people. We were at a monastery. I was
wearing my old, grey Franciscan habit and so was Ezekiel. Which is quite a flashback!
Anyway, we were there and we were ministering to poor people and they were getting
healed, left and right. And we had a beautiful time with President Putin. He was very kind
and gentle - just a beautiful man. So, he had that dream.
• My Brides, the breeze is in your favor to bring you to the shores of your dreams. Sail on.
Ignore the squalls that erupt, ignore the sharks circling the boat, ignore the reefs that seem
to lunge out at you. Ignore every attempt that the devils make to stop you. Press in and I
will see to it that you have the victory. (full synopsis under Jesus: Eyes only on Him)

Faith
~ Come to Me, I Long For You – June 4, 2017
• Jesus: We walk by faith not by sight. This is what I said to you yesterday and it still stands
today. Faith that what I have promised I will fulfill. Right now you are carrying intercessory
burdens with your breathing issues. But it will not always be that way. There will come a
time when I release you from that. (full synopsis under Jesus: Intimacy with Him)

Gratitude
~ Gratitude –The Key to Answered Prayer – June 25, 2017
synopsis:
• Clare: had the realization that she had been allowing little things to irritate her and get her
to complain.
• She had also been thinking about Gratitude. As she weighed both thoughts, it occurred to
her that she HAD been complaining.
• Gratitude is the missing attitude when things just won’t go right with us. There are so
many blessings waiting for us, but the Lord looks at our attitude about what He has already
given us, and if we are forgetful of His blessings and demanding of new gifts, He has to wait.
• We need to be continually conscious of ungratefulness. He has blessed us immensely in this
country – and we so easily forget.
• This calls for new habits: be much more aware of complaining against the things that He
has given, that make our lives more comfortable – and start thanking Him for them!
• Clare Story: person who was handicapped against doing a particular job. Prayed and prayed,
tried and tried to no avail. Told Clare. “Gratitude! The missing element!” So the person went
before the Lord, confessed a lack of gratitude and asked again. And the Lord answered it
there and then!
• It must be odious to all of Heaven and surely not deserving of my prayers being answered.
If you are currently frustrated with a persistent problem the Lord has not yet given the grace
to overcome – check your attitude!
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Jesus: Yes, your thoughts were right in line with Mine. Complaining has become a blind
spot for My Bride. If they were to live in Iraq - a simple piece of bread would be grounds for
rejoicing…
I cannot even begin to tell you how widespread grumbling and complaining have become
when I should be hearing constant thanksgiving and praise. They just don’t see their lives as
I do. They pick at nits while they live in air-conditioned palaces. Yet I visit those on the
battlefield and they are crying tears of gratitude and relief that they found the loved one
they were separated from.
Gratitude is born of profound humility springing from the awareness of My greatness
beside your littleness. Yet that I take the time to deliberately visit, talk and commit to being
your deepest and best friend, loving you with an intensity and constancy no mere human
can approach. I even entrust My Heart to you, share My concerns for My Body and the Earth
with all its various cultures.
Stay in gratefulness and praise continually, My Bride, until you're completely delivered from
the very bad habit of complaining. I love you tenderly. Keep that tender love in your heart,
awareness of it all the time. And that will help you overcome minor irritations that the
enemy is using to close the doors on the blessings that are waiting for you. Give thanks.

Healing
~Miraculous Signs, Demonic Attack, Surgery by Jesus – June 7, 2017
• Clare: praying over Ezekiel, she saw a 12-foot long demon thrusting a lance into Ezekiel’s
body (in the spirit). As she prayed, the Lord came with angels. They removed the demon,
the lance and the Lord did spiritual surgery on Ezekiel’s intestines until they were pink and
whole again. (full synopsis under Lowliness/Littleness)

Spiritual Jealousy
~Miraculous Signs, Demonic Attack, Surgery by Jesus – June 7, 2017
• My People, it is a grave error to laud your accomplishments and push yourself to the
forefront. I am so much happier with vessels who have no ambitions in that direction,
because I can use them anywhere. They do not protest in the lowliest of places, while those
around them are advanced. Rather they feel more secure in their lowliness.
• Spiritual jealousy is one of the very worst sins, as it steals the peace of those who are
captive to it, while setting them up to disparage the vessel they are jealous of. When they
attack others out of jealousy, a very large door is opened for the demons to sift them and
steal from them even the little they thought they had. (full synopsis under
Lowliness/Littleness)

Jesus
Eyes Only on Him
~We Are Walking on the Water – June 12, 2017
synopsis:
• Clare: The Lord is really helping her with music. Peace is flowing over Ezekiel’s health – just
as the Lord promised. In fact, there seems to be a direct link from his suffering to her
progress…Simon’s Cross in action.
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The devil is torturing them both at night – he will do this to any and everyone. They are
having nightmares and dreams of the NWO. Also vivid, prophetic dreams. Ezekiel is serving
the Lord in his spirit at night – he awakes aware that he was somewhere else, ministering.
Clare has times of this as well.
Clare got hit with a wave of doubt/fear over Ezekiel’s health. And then the Lord led her to
Matt. 14 – where Peter walks on the water with Jesus. A sure sign to her to have faith, not
wavering.
Jesus: Some of you have begun well on your journeys to grow into what I have called you to
do. To you I say, do not allow the winds of doubt, spawned by Satan to deter you in any
way. Hold fast to the promises I have given you and you will see My glory in its fulfillment.
Don’t grow weary or slack in well-doing, this is the time of favor. Press in and I will give you
break-throughs.
All of you," Jesus continued, "who are serious about what I’ve put in your hands, are being
opposed. There are assignments against you. Use the binding prayer and keep going. Do
not slacken on prayer as some of you have. Prayer is your lifeline to Me, and without it your
chances of succeeding are not good.
The success of your endeavors, the peace of your household, the provision you need, the
skills you need. ALL of those things and much more are dependent upon prayer. Your
success is in direct proportion to the time you spend in serious prayer, worship and
thanksgiving. Those acts even cover for the distractions and ploys of the devils to interfere
with your work. Rebuke them, do not allow them to take you off track.
Story – girl who quit her job to make music, and all sorts of opposition: old boss calling her
back, finances, marital, husband’s job… But she vowed to spend her time with the Lord.
Dream: Yeah, one of those things was an extremely real dream that Ezekiel had. We were in
Russia with President Putin and some very poor people. We were at a monastery. I was
wearing my old, grey Franciscan habit and so was Ezekiel. Which is quite a flashback!
Anyway, we were there and we were ministering to poor people and they were getting
healed, left and right. And we had a beautiful time with President Putin. He was very kind
and gentle - just a beautiful man. So, he had that dream.
My Brides, the breeze is in your favor to bring you to the shores of your dreams. Sail on.
Ignore the squalls that erupt, ignore the sharks circling the boat, ignore the reefs that seem
to lunge out at you. Ignore every attempt that the devils make to stop you. Press in and I
will see to it that you have the victory.

Intimacy With Him/Dancing
~ Come to Me, I Long For You – June 4, 2017
synopsis:
• Clare: I wanted to share with you all, how when I come into worship, the Lord is there and
waiting for me, wanting to hold me and dance. The expression on His face has been so
happy just to see me. So happy that I fully trust and believe in Him, so happy that I want to
be there with Him in just that precious way.
• Sometimes it can almost become a usury thing, where we go there to get the empowerment
and come to do our 'thing'. And that's not what it's all about. It's all about loving Him and
that loving exchange is what empowers us. The focus is not on getting what WE need, to go
do what we want to do or what He wants us to do. The focus is on loving Him and truly
being present to Him in whatever way is required of us at the time.
• Working on a new song, “Realms of Heaven.”
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Jesus: We walk by faith not by sight. This is what I said to you yesterday and it still stands
today. Faith that what I have promised I will fulfill. Right now you are carrying intercessory
burdens with your breathing issues. But it will not always be that way. There will come a
time when I release you from that.
Clare, you will always have a cross, but it will not always be a sickness cross; there are
many other crosses, My dear one. For now, this is My chosen means to humble you and
promote the Kingdom. This is the climb up that mountain that we talked about months ago.
Joy always follows on the heels of suffering, and My blessings fall upon you after hours of
your trial. Otherwise you could not stand in the midst of these turbulent times. Yet as you
go deeper into My Love for you, and My Need for your comfort, Your trust in My Promises—
you become stronger and stronger and arrive at a place where you would have fallen
before, but now you stand in faith.
I balance this holy life within you with healings, polishings and refining. And in this way, the
Harvest of Righteousness continues to grow in your lives. I want you all to begin to look to
the good I am doing in your lives. Look to the victories. Look to the new anointings and
celebrate these good things. Even Nehemiah’s men took time out for recreation in the
midst of their great work. Though even in those brief times, their swords were in readiness
by their sides.
Allow Me to prepare you each day, and do not deprive Me of your tender worship. I am
leaving you with the sweet fragrance of longing that I have for you. Come to Me, My Bride
and rest here in My bosom, where I shall continually restore your soul as you bring comfort
to Mine.

Lowliness/Littleness
~Miraculous Signs, Demonic Attack, Surgery by Jesus – June 7, 2017
synopsis:
• Clare: praying over Ezekiel, she saw a 12-foot long demon thrusting a lance into Ezekiel’s
body (in the spirit). As she prayed, the Lord came with angels. They removed the demon,
the lance and the Lord did spiritual surgery on Ezekiel’s intestines until they were pink and
whole again.
• During the Prayer Warrior’s meeting, Ezekiel took over for Clare (who was feeling ill). While
they prayed the Mercy Chaplet, an occurrence of uncreated light came through the
window near Ezekiel’s head, entering the room in an array of colored beams of light, formed
into a perfect circle.
• Jesus: His is a very special calling, a true mystical calling—a true, child-like calling. You are
child-like, but in another way. Each has their office, Clare; none is diminished but all are
blessed by the fidelity and advancement of the others. There will be many wonders at his
hands—today was only the beginning. He who has suffered much, I will bless much.
• I am proud of you that you are happy in the lowliest place. That shows Me you can be
trusted with other positions that are more noticeable—but always seek the lowliest place,
Beloved. Always look for the hidden quiet corner. Never walk into the limelight unless I lead
you there by the hand.
• I want My People to engrave it in their hearts. Those who occupy the lowliest places are
the greatest in the Kingdom of Heaven. I know I have spoken of this before. I know I have
told you time and time again, the ice and snow melt off the lofty mountains and follow their
way down into the valley to water and fertilize it.
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My People, it is a grave error to laud your accomplishments and push yourself to the
forefront. I am so much happier with vessels who have no ambitions in that direction,
because I can use them anywhere. They do not protest in the lowliest of places, while those
around them are advanced. Rather they feel more secure in their lowliness.
Jesus encourages us to watch the movie “The Reluctant Saint”, because it shows so clearly a
soul who longs to be in the LAST place, and the effects of a jealously religious man against
him. The movie is of the life of Joseph of Cupertino.
Spiritual jealousy is one of the very worst sins, as it steals the peace of those who are
captive to it, while setting them up to disparage the vessel they are jealous of. When they
attack others out of jealousy, a very large door is opened for the demons to sift them and
steal from them even the little they thought they had.

Marriage Relationships/Problems
~When It Hurts To Let Go – June 9, 2017
• Jesus touched on the difference between marrying someone in the flesh – without His
approval. And marrying HIS choice. The first does not even count as a marriage. He will give
you wisdom, if you ask, on what to do about these things. More teaching on this to come.
(full synopsis under Decision Making)

Miracles
~Miraculous Signs, Demonic Attack, Surgery by Jesus – June 7, 2017
• During the Prayer Warrior’s meeting, Ezekiel took over for Clare (who was feeling ill). While
they prayed the Mercy Chaplet, an occurrence of uncreated light came through the
window near Ezekiel’s head, entering the room in an array of colored beams of light, formed
into a perfect circle. (full synopsis under Lowliness/Littleness)

Movies
~Miraculous Signs, Demonic Attack, Surgery by Jesus – June 7, 2017
• Jesus encourages us to watch the movie “The Reluctant Saint”, because it shows so clearly a
soul who longs to be in the LAST place, and the effects of a jealously religious man against
him. The movie is of the life of Joseph of Cupertino. (full synopsis under
Lowliness/Littleness)

Music Genres
~ Unlocked Secrets of Music – June 14, 2017
synopsis:
• Clare was contemplating Julie True’s music, recognizing how few words were interspersed
in the music itself.
• Jesus: You see, when you relax into the song…it takes you to a different place, Clare. You
don’t always have to fall asleep. You can let go into that deep place of contemplation and
prayer. This is the secret—not putting it out, but letting it go from deep within. This is a
secret to this kind of singing. It comes so naturally, without strain.
• Then, as your focus shifts to Me, worship begins. And yes, the very small amount of words
is significant. People read so much into one or two words or phrases. Wordy songs don’t
take you to the same place; they don’t take others to the same place. Rather, they stimulate
the intellect when I am trying to reach the soul. Emotion and the seat of emotions is where
I can do My deepest work.
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The world tends to push lyrics out there, not realizing that the true door to a soul’s heart is
not through the words as much as through the melody. Yes, the words are important. But
as I said before, when you get wordy, you lose contact with the heart and are going back
into the intellectual realm, which it is better to bypass.
So few do not understand this supremely simple way of reaching souls, but this is the
season for it, a spiritual renaissance drawing My Bride to a mountain of sweetness. So,
don’t work so hard on the lyrics—that spoils it. You see, you have been side-tracking
yourself by making clever lyrics rather than a simple few words I can enter their hearts with.
There are MANY songs from the 60’s that actually paved the way for a spiritual renewal,
breaking the fallow ground and plowing deeply men’s needs to be released from the prison
of conformity. Once they are out of that place, the devils contend with Me for their souls.
But from this place of freedom they can hear Me much more clearly than they did under a
cloud of condemnation and religious spirits.
Men are used to controlling, cages and boundaries. When they are free from that and tired
of the darkness, they will seek the Light. And find Me. Fear is not the vehicle I want. Love is. I
love them, not for their works, but for who they are – My special creatures.

Prayer
As a Weapon Against Demons/Evil in Our Lives
~We Are Walking on the Water – June 12, 2017
• The success of your endeavors, the peace of your household, the provision you need, the
skills you need. ALL of those things and much more are dependent upon prayer. Your
success is in direct proportion to the time you spend in serious prayer, worship and
thanksgiving. Those acts even cover for the distractions and ploys of the devils to interfere
with your work. Rebuke them, do not allow them to take you off track. (full synopsis under
Jesus: Eyes only on Him)

Dwelling
~ Unlocked Secrets of Music – June 14, 2017
• Jesus: You see, when you relax into the song…it takes you to a different place, Clare. You
don’t always have to fall asleep. You can let go into that deep place of contemplation and
prayer. This is the secret—not putting it out, but letting it go from deep within. This is a
secret to this kind of singing. It comes so naturally, without strain.
• Then, as your focus shifts to Me, worship begins. And yes, the very small amount of words
is significant. People read so much into one or two words or phrases. Wordy songs don’t
take you to the same place; they don’t take others to the same place. Rather, they stimulate
the intellect when I am trying to reach the soul. Emotion and the seat of emotions is where
I can do My deepest work.
• The world tends to push lyrics out there, not realizing that the true door to a soul’s heart is
not through the words as much as through the melody. Yes, the words are important. But
as I said before, when you get wordy, you lose contact with the heart and are going back
into the intellectual realm, which it is better to bypass. (full synopsis under Music Genres)
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Putin/Russia
~We Are Walking on the Water – June 12, 2017
• Dream: Yeah, one of those things was an extremely real dream that Ezekiel had. We were in
Russia with President Putin and some very poor people. We were at a monastery. I was
wearing my old, grey Franciscan habit and so was Ezekiel. Which is quite a flashback!
Anyway, we were there and we were ministering to poor people and they were getting
healed, left and right. And we had a beautiful time with President Putin. He was very kind
and gentle - just a beautiful man. So, he had that dream.
• My Brides, the breeze is in your favor to bring you to the shores of your dreams. Sail on.
Ignore the squalls that erupt, ignore the sharks circling the boat, ignore the reefs that seem
to lunge out at you. Ignore every attempt that the devils make to stop you. Press in and I
will see to it that you have the victory. (full synopsis under Jesus: Eyes only on Him)

Restoration
~ The Restoration of a Soul Called by God – June 16, 2017
synopsis:
• Clare: May we always be faithful to keep our lives pure from compromise when the Lord
gives us gifts. And that's what this message is about. It's about the restoration of a soul that
was called by God and mixed their call with agreements with the enemy.
• He is longsuffering and patient with us. He loves us to distraction and when we’ve been
given a call, and out of weakness compromise that call with the devil, He separates
Himself from us and waits. He allows the devils to sift the soul until they are ready to
repent. It may take a few days, a few weeks—or in this case, a few months. Sadly, it may
never happen and the soul is lost.
• Jesus: when I give a gift, it is forever. But what a person does with it can render it useless. If
the soul does this, I do not take the gift – they cast it away. And I pick it up and give it to
another.
• Compromise with demons is what happened to this soul. They have truly repented. Now
begins the work of restoration. There are steps to take for this to be accomplished:
• They must be sincere.
• They must be completely contrite, and not willing to lift themselves up above others.
• They are returned to the ‘bottom of the barrel’ so to speak.
• No giving prophecy or words. These may come again in the future, but for now would
surely end in error.
• They are to tend to the poor in the streets, acts of charity – knowing that tomorrow they
could themselves be sitting there, one of them.
• All ‘holy talk’ of past events must cease.
• No ambition now except to love.
• Any attempt to go in another direction at this time, or take up ambition and they will fall
over and over again.
• Abandon all desire for superior knowledge or understanding.
• If they are faithful to do this, I have a wonderful ministry for them. But they must go
much, much deeper before I can reveal it. Much, much deeper. Not the kind of depth you
talk about to others. The kind of depth you are embarrassed to discuss with others, because
you know yourself so thoroughly— that you are no-one, a nothing, from nowhere…going
nowhere. Living only to love from moment to moment and completely unworthy of any
spiritual gift.
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Suffering/Trials/Simon’s Cross
~ Come to Me, I Long For You – June 4, 2017
• Clare, you will always have a cross, but it will not always be a sickness cross; there are
many other crosses, My dear one. For now, this is My chosen means to humble you and
promote the Kingdom. This is the climb up that mountain that we talked about months ago.
• Joy always follows on the heels of suffering, and My blessings fall upon you after hours of
your trial. Otherwise you could not stand in the midst of these turbulent times. Yet as you
go deeper into My Love for you, and My Need for your comfort, Your trust in My Promises—
you become stronger and stronger and arrive at a place where you would have fallen
before, but now you stand in faith. (full synopsis under Jesus: Intimacy with Him)

Unbelief
~ All Are Being Pelted With Lies & Discouragement – June 18, 2017
• All are being pelted with unbelief right now. The enemy knows something wonderful has
been released to My Bride, and they are Hell-bent on stopping it before it gains any more
momentum. (full synopsis under Discouragement)

Victories
~ All Are Being Pelted With Lies & Discouragement – June 18, 2017
• The fight is ferocious just before the victory. Press in, My Beloved ones. Press in. This is
merely a temporary screen of deception trying to convince you to give up before your
breakthrough. Press in. I am with you. (full synopsis under Discouragement)
~ Come to Me, I Long For You – June 4, 2017
• I balance this holy life within you with healings, polishings and refining. And in this way, the
Harvest of Righteousness continues to grow in your lives. I want you all to begin to look to
the good I am doing in your lives. Look to the victories. Look to the new anointings and
celebrate these good things. Even Nehemiah’s men took time out for recreation in the
midst of their great work. Though even in those brief times, their swords were in readiness
by their sides. (full synopsis under Jesus: Intimacy with Him)
~ Count Your Blessings in the Storm – June 21, 2017
synopsis:
• Clare: thought she heard, “They signed up on this outfit, there are going to be continuing
challenges.”
• Jesus put it a little more gently: But yes, you all should count your blessings. You tend to
forget your gifts and victories after the battle. They have become yours to use now, and you
don’t remember what it was like before the battle and before you had the gifts. So, you
forget to count your blessings.
• Many of you were content with life on the hillside, yet something inside of you longed for
more of Me, and more meaning to your lives. Because of this, I can now raise you up into
the higher places where the winds are more fierce, the climb is steeper and the
opportunities for rest are fewer and fewer. At the same time, the view is glorious.
• Yes, you are truly a soldier in My army. Special forces being prepared for the out-of-the-way
extraordinary assignments. And yet, you are daily learning to die to yourself and live as the
lowliest in My Kingdom.
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So, My Brides, yes. I want you to rejoice in your victories, but know that the battle is not
over yet until I remove you in the Rapture. And then you will have new and glorious
assignments you never even dreamt of.

Worship
~ Unlocked Secrets of Music – June 14, 2017
• Jesus: You see, when you relax into the song…it takes you to a different place, Clare. You
don’t always have to fall asleep. You can let go into that deep place of contemplation and
prayer. This is the secret—not putting it out, but letting it go from deep within. This is a
secret to this kind of singing. It comes so naturally, without strain.
• Then, as your focus shifts to Me, worship begins. And yes, the very small amount of words
is significant. People read so much into one or two words or phrases. Wordy songs don’t
take you to the same place; they don’t take others to the same place. Rather, they stimulate
the intellect when I am trying to reach the soul. Emotion and the seat of emotions is where
I can do My deepest work.
• The world tends to push lyrics out there, not realizing that the true door to a soul’s heart is
not through the words as much as through the melody. Yes, the words are important. But
as I said before, when you get wordy, you lose contact with the heart and are going back
into the intellectual realm, which it is better to bypass. (full synopsis under Music Genres)
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